
WHEN YOU EMBARK1
If you weren 't able or allowed to make

reservations for dining , shows or onboard

activities prior to boarding , be sure to make

those reservations once you board either via

the cruise line 's app or at the designated

spot onboard .

GET FAMILIAR WITH THE SHIP2
After you made your reservations , try

getting a bite to eat and/or go for a self

guided tour of the ship to familiarize

yourself with the layout . It 's best to start

from the top deck and work yourself down 

MAGNETS3
The doors and walls of the cabins are often

magnetic . A great way to decorate or

identify your cabin is by placing fun

magnetic decorations on your door . You can

also use a dry erase board to leave

messages or games . Magnetic hooks can be

used inside the cabin for extra storage .

Check with cruise lines to be sure the use of

these magnets are allowed . 

SEA SICKNESS4
If you should get that sea sickness feeling ,

try wearing sea bands while cruising , Also

when you get that queasy feeling , eating a

green apple or ginger candies can help you

feel better . 

CHARGE ME UP5
With so many devices to charge and not

enough outlets , a strip outlet is not allowed

to bring onboard . Try bringing a USB hub to

charge more than one device .

VIS IT  GRABYOURBAGSTRAVEL .COM  FOR  MORE  TIPS !

BRING YOUR OWN GEAR6
If going to a beach is part of your planned

itinerary , bring your own snorkel mask and

tube (to blow up there) rather than renting

it at the destination . It 's cheaper and more

sanitary .
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